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Those who work for a firm that acquires other companies or have undergone a merger understand there are a multitude of issues to cover before the deal is done. However, once the deal has been closed, the push to get both businesses connected and integrated can be tremendous. This document will focus on the high-level security issues that if included in the due diligence process, can help facilitate integration of the companies involved.

First Get the Background

Before determining where security gaps are between the companies involved, an understanding of what the organization being acquired looks like is key, as well as knowing the basic strategy behind the purchase. Once the background and strategy is understood, the types of security concerns will be more easily determined and plans for addressing any gaps can be documented. Included within this background information should be the following:

- Type of business
- Physical locations
- Organization charts
- Number of employees
- Computing environment
- Relationship moving forward

Type of business – Is the acquisition a diversification from the existing business the parent company is involved in? Will policies, standards or procedures need to be modified to ensure there is no negative impact on pulling the new business under the parent structure? For example, in the case of a financial services company, you will want to review privacy statements to determine promises made to Web site customers and users. The privacy statement will indicate the restrictions that will apply to the transfer of any personally identifiable information. Each industry has its own set of rules, legislation, etc. that must be complied with – if diversifying into a new industry, security policies/standards may be impacted.

Physical locations – A couple of issues can arise over physical location.
- Does the acquisition reside in the same country as the parent company? If not, there are most likely laws specific to that country that will impact the parent company that need to be taken into consideration from a policy viewpoint, flow and exchange of information, etc. Cultural issues will also need to be taken into consideration as policies; standards and practices are revised for a consistent fit within the larger organization. Translating policy or
awareness materials into another language can be time consuming and expensive and may not be appropriate.

- If the acquisition is in another country, are there subsidiaries residing in other countries that will need to be addressed? The same issues from above will need to be addressed for each country the company does business in.
- If the acquisition is strictly a domestic one, is it in the same city/state or another location? If a different geographic location is involved are there state regulatory issues that need to be considered?

Organizational charts and number of employees — It helps to understand the structure of the acquired company. In particular you’ll be interested in knowing if there is an Information Security officer or department and if so what the reporting relationship is to senior management. Reviewing the organization chart should allow you to identify key people that you may need to be working with. A red flag for a large organization would be if there is no mention of security under the CIO, IT or Audit areas. No matter what the size of the company, security can be a sensitive topic and you will want to carefully consider how to approach management on issues. Another item to think about is whether there is potential for attacks from within. After the acquisition is announced some employees will not be happy over the change and others may fear for their jobs. Having a plan in place for handling these possibilities before the announcement is made will reduce the risk of disgruntled employees taking negative action and help keep things running smoothly during the transition process.

Computing environment — Considerations under the computing environment will include both people and systems. Keep in mind that there are a number of questions/concerns not mentioned here that relate to the computing environment. The following items would be issues in relation to security issues.

People questions would include the following:

- How is the information technology (IT) organization structured? Are the staff centralized or de-centralized? What level of accountability are they held to? How much autonomy do IT employees have? Employees moving from a loosely controlled environment will struggle with one that is tightly ruled.
- Does security fall under the IT area? If so, is there a separate department or are specified employees responsible for security? What are the reporting relationships?
- How many contractors/consultants are currently working? Are multiple firms providing services or has the company focused on one or two providers? Have these non-employees signed non-disclosure/confidentiality statements? If non-employees have system access, but no confidentiality statements have been signed, you’ll want to discuss whether it is required to go back after this type of documentation with your legal department.

System considerations would include the following:
• Review a copy of the current network diagram. This will include LANs, WANs, Extranets, etc. Reviewing this information will help you to understand the existing network structure, as well as identify potential vulnerability points.
• Review both a list of networking equipment being used (Firewalls, routers, etc.) and a list of equipment (mainframe, mid-range, mini-computers, etc.). Have security standards been established and a process in place for enforcing compliance? Your network staff should be able to provide a determination of the health of system/infrastructure components.
• Is a change management process in place? Life cycle management, version control and other change control concepts help to ensure changes can be backed out, tracked for accountability, that testing and user acceptance have been done, cross platform or multi-system change integration has been coordinated, and the decommissioning of applications is tightly controlled.
• Obtain a list of software and gain an understanding of the licensing agreements in place for the company. Are they adhering to the agreement terms? What kind of asset management program is in place?
• Does the company use any type of systems monitoring tools? If so, how have they been implemented?
• What is the backup strategy?

Relationship moving forward – Before getting into the details of security issues, it is a good idea to have an understanding of what the strategy is for the new acquisition. Will the acquired company operate autonomously and have minimal connections to the parent company network? Are there plans to integrate the companies more tightly together? Will the company be totally absorbed into the parent company? The plans for the relationship moving forward will have an impact on how systems are integrated and the security around them. If the strategy calls for limited connections initially and with tighter integration later on, it may not be necessary to make changes in processes initially. However, it is a good idea to lay out the requirements for tighter integration if they are different then the initial loosely coupled setup. This way the acquired company knows what to expect and can plan appropriately. Small companies that are initially allowed a great deal of autonomy will resist changes down the road if the requirements for tighter integration are not shared up front. Keep in mind that the parent company’s configuration may not be the best solution for the acquisition or even the best long-term solution for either company. Understanding the strategy and planning appropriately will save hours of time in the long run.

Security Issues

The main areas of concern from a security viewpoint include the following:

Physical Security
Technical Security
Disaster Recovery
Policy and Awareness
A sample list of specific security questions that should be answered in order to determine what issues will need to be resolved as been included as Appendix A.

**Physical Security** – This area is concerned with the security of the people and equipment used by the company. Physical access requirements vary depending on the nature of the business, the systems involved, type of work done on the particular platform and how critical or confidential the information is considered. Questions here will range from how publicly accessible the building employees work in to the access controls surrounding mainframe or server facilities. People who are not employees may have access to buildings in one way or another. Threats include theft, damage and copying. Sensitive information, if not securely disposed of, could yield valuable material. Other physical threats include laptop theft, natural disasters and loss of media during transport. From a systems view, the physical security is as important as the technical controls implemented. If an unauthorized person has physical access to a system they may be able to do everything from access information to removing a key piece of equipment.

**Technical Security** – From a technical security standpoint there is a wide range of issues to cover. You will need to understand the access controls in place; the type of data communication connections implemented; whether external entities are connected to the company systems and if so, how; are there EDI arrangements established; do any remote access capabilities exist and how are they managed, does this company Internet access and how; do they have an Internet site and do they manage it themselves or outsource; is there a firewall in place, what about anti-virus capabilities; encryption; and the list goes on. If both companies have done their homework and documented all technologies in place and the standards for using them, the easier it will be to see where there are gaps that need to be addressed as they merge together. See appendix A for an example list of the types of technical questions that you will want to consider during the due diligence process.

**Disaster Recovery** – Being able to recover critical systems and information is important to every company. To be successful the business must establish a plan and test it periodically. A review of disaster recovery plan and backup processes will help determine how quickly the business can be back up and running in the event of a major outage. Be certain to check how often information is backed up, as well as how the tapes are maintained, this should provide a clear understanding of how well the data is protected.

**Policy and Awareness** - A security policy defines the rules that regulate how an organization manages and protects its information and computing resources to achieve security objectives. A look at the acquired company’s policies will tell you how serious they are about protecting data and how employee day-to-day activities impact the information assets of the company. Security policies/standards provide the framework for managing risk within an organization. They should be kept current and used as part of the audit process to determine the health of corporate information. Awareness is the means with which a business communicates the policies, standards and procedures to
employees. Some companies make the error of not considering awareness important, however it is one of the proactive steps that can be taken to mitigate risk. Ongoing awareness of policies and risks is critical to ensuring security is kept in front of employees. An acquired company that has an active security awareness program in place will typically be interested in hearing what the parent company is doing to protect corporate assets.

**Identifying the Security Gaps**

Now you have the background material and the response to the security questions. The deal is done and it’s time to determine what gaps exist and make plans for addressing them.

Take the answers to the questions asked and compare them to the parent company’s configuration. A quick review should give you some insight to the philosophy of how the acquired company views both technology and security. Taking the background information into configuration – where are the differences and what are changes required? Prioritize the differences into things that must change within the next 6 months, the next year and so on. There may be differences that will not need to be addressed or the acquired company may have a slick system that the parent company will want to incorporate into their culture. Putting together a project plan for changes at both companies will help to establish timing. The security piece may have its own project plan or security may tie into multiple phases of the overall plan for integration.

You may work for a company that has a ‘prepare to be assimilated' philosophy, in which case it may not be necessary to spend as much time going through the steps of gathering background. However, in my experience, the time spent on due diligence for security aspects has never been wasted. Having been through the acquisition process both with and without a checklist, I can definitely state that transitions were smoother when a checklist was used.
Appendix A
Sample Security Questions for Merger/Acquisition Due Diligence

Physical Security
• Are all areas of the building(s) freely accessible to the public? If not, describe the controls in place to limit access.
• Are computing facilities, such as rooms containing mainframe, servers, network or telecommunications equipment, etc. access controlled? If so, describe the controls in place to limit access and if an audit trail exists.
• Is after hours access controlled and logged?

Technical Security
Workstations:
• Do employees share workstations?
• Are workstations protected against unauthorized access?
• How are unattended workstations secured?

Describe the password philosophy:
• Are passwords forced to change periodically, if so what is expiration timing
• Are minimum password lengths enforced, if so what is the minimum
• Do users share IDs/passwords? If so describe the circumstances where this is allowed.
• Who administrates password resets?
• How are users authenticated prior to a password reset?

Data Communications:
• What type of systems connectivity is used between locations? (Frame relay, Internet, etc.)

Remote access capabilities:
• Are modems attached to the network? If so, who is authorized to connect a modem? For what purposes?
• Where are modems located?
• Is all dial-in activity centralized?
• Who administers remote access solutions?
• What system is used?
• Is 2-factor authentication required (i.e. smartcard)
• Is a VPN in place? If so, what applications is it used for and by whom?
• List dial-out capabilities and the controls around use.
External Connectivity:
- Is connectivity provided to external entities?
- To who and for what purpose?
- Do non-employees sign confidentiality agreements? Obtain a sample of each type used.
- Who manages the equipment for external connectivity?
- Are non-employees allowed to dial-in to the network?

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
- To what extent is EDI and/or Value Added Network (VAN) used?
- What controls are in place?
- How are connections/processes logged or monitored?

Internet:
- Is there a connection to the Internet? If so, what method?
- Do all employees have access to external networks (Internet access) from their desktops?
- What restrictions exist around Internet access?
- Are activity/access logs generated for Internet use? Obtain copies.

Firewall:
- Is a firewall(s) in place? If so, what type?
- Who manages the connection(s)?
- What services are allowed through the firewall?
- Are intrusion detection systems used? If so, which ones?

Internet web site:
- Does the company have an Internet web site?
- Are there any web servers within the network? If so, who administers them?
- What are the domain names?
- Are the sites managed in-house, or is management outsourced?

Anti-virus capabilities:
- Is any anti-virus software in use? If so, what product(s)
- Who manages the anti-virus process?
- How often is the software and definitions updated?
- Where do anti-virus solutions exist? (hard drives, servers, e-mail attachments, etc)

Encryption:
- Is encryption used?
- In what systems and for what purposes?
- What type of encryption?
Penetration tests
• Have penetration tests or other 3rd party review(s) taken place within the last year? If so, obtain a copy. If not, you may wish to require one prior to hooking the new system into the corporate network.

Incident Handling
• Has a Company Incident Response Team (CIRT) been established?
• Are procedures in place documenting handling of specific incidents?

Security Applications
• What mainframe security system (if any) is used? RACF? Top Secret? ACF2?
• How is access control managed on servers
• Is an ESM in place?

Policy
• Do information protection/security policies exist?
• How are exceptions to policy handled?
• Is there a data classification standard in place?
• Does an information protection/security department exist?
• How many personnel are in this department?
• Is security administration centralized or decentralized? If decentralized, how are reporting relationships handled?
• Are any confidentiality or non-disclosure arrangements in place with any or all employees? Obtain copies.
• Is monitoring in place? What system(s) are used?

Disaster Recovery/Backup Procedures
• Identify types of data backup maintained (microfilm, microfiche, digital audio tapes, magnetic tapes, CD-ROM)
• Where are backups stored?
• How long are backups kept?
• Review disaster recovery plans (Have the plans been tested?)
• Offsite record storage
• Hot-site for processing
• Contracts for equipment and software. Are these agreements transferable?
• What third parties are contracted with/involved in disaster recovery solutions for the following:
  • Offsite record storage
  • Hot-site for processing
• Contracts for equipment and software. Are these agreements transferable?
• Are there legal/governmental requirements for retention? If so, is your company in compliance?
• Identify the adequacy of controls over program and systems maintenance
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